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ing. Endnotes should be produced with the endnote

facility in your word-processing programme, not as

normal text at the end of the article. Endnotes, captions,

music examples, figures and tables should be numbered

consecutively and given separately at the end, in that

order. The desired location within the text for all exempli-

fying material should be indicated, normally as an entry

within square brackets on a separate line following the

end of a paragraph. Please spell out ‘Example’, ‘Figure’ and

‘Table’ in full. Music examples should in all cases give full

details of the source or edition from which they are

derived.

5. Contributors who wish to reproduce illustrative material

as figures should provide good-quality copy in an

electronic file, full details of the source and the full address

of the copyright holder if this differs from the latter. Any

inclusion of such material will be at the discretion of the

editors. For reviewing purposes, image examples for sub-

missions should be compressed to no larger than 500KB

each. If the submission is accepted, full-resolution images

will be requested at that time. Contributors are responsible

for obtaining permission to reproduce any material for

which they do not hold copyright and for ensuring that

the appropriate acknowledgments are included in the

typescript. The full address of the copyright holder should

be provided.
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pitch, use this system:
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guidance on matters of form and style. More detailed
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in the Instructions for Contributors accessible via the

journal’s homepage, which can be found at

<journals.cambridge.org>.
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